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The future of Africa’s development, most notably achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United

Nations and the High Five of the African Development Bank,
would pretty much hinge on harnessing the resource rents for
financing the continent’s structural transformation and
development. Though Africa has made some progress,
largely driven by the resource boom during the better part of
the first decade of this century, like many developing regions,
its growth has started to face headwinds since the global
recession of 2008. The advanced economies were even more
severely affected, as they were claimed to have transited into
a “new normal” of long-term lower expected output and
employment growth, as firms and consumers needed to
deleverage extensively. Though some commentators are
sceptical about the new normal interpretation of the post-
2008 slowdown in the global economy, most scholars argue
that the advanced economies of Europe, Japan and North
America might have entered a relatively long phase of “secular
stagnation” (e.g., Summers, 2017).

This piece argues that, to adjust to the secular, relatively
longer-term downturns associated with the new normal
without substantially undermining long-term development
goals (e.g. the SDGs and the High Five), African and other
developing countries must graduate from discretionary to
rules-based fiscal and monetary policies. The latter requires
building robust institutions of rules and regulations that impart
predictability as well as flexibility to macroeconomic policy.
Moreover, I would argue, these countries also need to exploit
“structural transformation growth” to augment the expected
relatively sluggish “fundamental growth” under the new
normal. The latter is the standard growth process that

requires good economic and political governance and a
conducive external environment. The former could be achiev -
ed through targeted public policies for accelerating the
transfer of labour from lower- to higher-productivity sectors.
While “fundamental or within-sector growth” is important for
longer term sustainability, it takes time to materialize. Instead,
structural transformation growth can be triggered in relatively
short order. Needless to say that, though both are critical for
successful economic transformation, structural transforma -
tion growth has been an elusive goal for Africa until recently
(McMillan et al., 2014). 

To make the case for the main thesis of this article, we ask the
following questions: Why should Africa care about the new
normal and secular stagnation, being a largely advanced-
economy phenomenon? How resource-dependent has Africa
become to be so susceptible to these kinds of external
developments? What lessons are to be had for Africa from
the experiences of developing and emerging economies that
have adopted rules-based fiscal and monetary policies? And,
drawing from the East Asian development experience, what
is the likely growth potential of structural transformation?

Why Should Africa Care?

The secular stagnation of advanced economies has global
consequences. The ensuing slowdown in global demand
was reinforced by the maturing of the Chinese economy into
still high but lower than expected growth. There is now a
robust body of empirical evidence in support of the new
normal thesis. Since the global economic recession of 2009,
banking, inflation, debt, currency and stock market crises
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tend to have long-term negative effects on growth, with
upper-middle-income countries, commodity exporters, and
highly globally integrated economies the most affected
(Candelon et al., 2016).

Not surprisingly, therefore, the question as to whether
developed economies are stuck with low-growth, low
investment, low inflation and low interest rates and how such
a scenario could possibly be averted has triggered serious
debate among eminent economists. For example, Brad
DeLong, a leading macroeconomist from the University of
Berkeley, recently called this “the most important policy-
relevant debate in economics since the 1930s” (2017). The
potential consequences of the new normal were also met with
heightened concern in the international development
community. In fact, the importance of this debate can hardly
be overstated as the economic performance of developed
countries is a key determinant for the enabling environment
for the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development.

Long-term stagnation in developed countries could act as a
major headwind for growth and poverty reduction in
developing countries, create instability in trade and financial
markets, and reduce the investment and concessional finance
available, including for least developed countries (UN, 2017).

How Resource-dependent Has Africa Become?

Africa is becoming increasingly defined as a continent of
hydrocarbon and mineral riches. Today, about half of its
countries have either discovered or started exploration of
extractive resources (oil, gas and minerals). Indeed, 43 out of
the 51 African countries exported fuel or minerals during
1965-2010, with about 15 countries exporting more than
10% of their merchandise exports as fuels and minerals.

Based on the criteria that a fifth or more of the fiscal revenues
or merchandise exports are contributed by natural resource
extraction, more than 15 African countries were classified by
the International Monetary Fund as resource-rich developing
countries (Elbadawi and Mohamed, 2015a). Moreover, the
potential for more discoveries of extractive natural resources
in Africa is enormous, as demonstrated by exploration
activities in the past few years. Noting that Africa had only one
fifth (at US$ 25,000) of discovered natural resources assets
per square kilometre of those of countries in the Organisation
for Economic Cooperation and Development, Collier (2010)
predicts huge future potential for exploration and extraction in
Africa, assuming that original endowments of sub-soil assets
are similar across continents.

Unfortunately, save for a few notable successes, the evidence
overwhelmingly suggests that the development experiences of
resource-dependent developing countries (RDDCs) have, at
best, been mediocre and, indeed, disastrous for most. The
record in Africa confirms this international experience. The main
culprit behind the disappointing performance of these countries
has been the lack of accountable policy and effective economic
governance, an issue that is extensively discussed in the
literature (for a review, see Elbadawi and Selim, 2016).

Various sources of information and lessons of best
practices point to ways to accelerate economic growth and
development in RDDCs (Elbadawi and Mohammed, 2015
b). For example, the Africa Mining Vision, which was jointly
developed by the African Union (AU) and the United
National Economic Commission for Africa, provides a road
map for RDDCs to accelerate economic growth and
poverty reduction efforts and to avoid the “resource curse”.
The Natural Resource Charter provides useful tools that
help Africa’s RDDCs to frame their policies. The insight from
these initiatives, and lessons from other RDDCs that are
relevant to the African context, can be grouped into three
major pillars:

- Get the best deal and the prices for the resources; 
- Adopt appropriate fiscal policies to use the resources

effectively; and 
- Distribute equitably and build appropriate institutions.

What Are the Lessons from Experiences
of Rules-based Fiscal and Monetary Policies?

Chile presents an example of an emerging-country poster
child of rules-based macroeconomic policy. Its experience as
a copper-rich economy should be highly relevant for oil and
mineral-dependent Africa. In 2000, Chile instituted its
structural budget rule, subsequently formalized into law in
2006. Under this rule, the structural budget surplus must be
set at a specified ratio to GDP, where “structural” is defined by
output, and the copper price set equal to longrun trend
values. This means that, in a boom, the government can only
spend increased revenues deemed permanent, and that any
temporary copper proceeds must be saved.

However, in a bust, the planned budget could be financed
from sovereign wealth fund savings. And, crucially, the GDP
and copper price trends are projected by two panels of
experts, which are completely independent of the
government. This has been credited for Chile managing to
avoid the patterns of many other governments, where
forecasts in booms were biased towards optimism (Frankel,
2017). The contribution of the structural fiscal policy has been
extensively documented in the literature (Box 1).

On the exchange rate and monetary policy front, Chile
adopted a managed floating exchange rate regime in the early
1980s which, among other institutional and sectoral reforms,
facilitated the phenomenal economically diversifying growth
of the 1980s. By the turn of the 1990s, Chile had sufficiently
consolidated its economic fundamentals and had become
ready to switch to an inflation-targeting regime.

Under this regime, the central bank was tasked with the
sole responsibility of maintaining inflation within single digits,
while the nominal exchange rate was allowed to float
freely.The full institutional independence of the central bank
and its high technical and operational capabilities allowed
the bank to insulate the process of domestic inflation from
copper price shocks and ensuing nominal currency
depreciation. 
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This has been a critical factor in Chile’s ability to absorb the
massive post-2014 copper price collapse without suffering
major unemployment and growth deceleration, as has been

the case in many resource dependent countries, most notably
in Africa and the Middle East.

The collapse of copper prices led to massive nominal
depreciations of the peso. However, overall strong institutions,
structural fiscal policy and inflation targeting ensured that
inflation remained in single digits. The real exchange rate
(generically defined as the index of the ratio of aggregate
prices in the home country relative to that in major trading
partners) depreciated considerably, allowing substantial
expansion of export-oriented agriculture and industry.
Therefore, despite the massive shocks, unemployment
remained stable, as labour shed by the copper mines was
absorbed by the two expanding sectors.

What Lessons Can be Drawn from the East Asian
Structural Transformation?

A key feature of underdeveloped economies is the presence
of large gaps in labour productivity between the traditional
and modern parts of the economy. This provides huge
potential for structural transformation growth, if the developing
economy manages to build the right structure of incentives
and flexible regulatory environment for facilitating the transfer
of labour to higher-productivity sectors. Unlike Latin America
and Africa, this is exactly what Asia has been able to do. As
shown by McMillan et al. (2014), “since 1990 structural
change has been growth reducing in both Africa and Latin
America. The bulk of the difference between these countries’
productivity performance and that of Asia is accounted for by
differences in the pattern of structural change with labour
moving from low to high-productivity sectors in Asia, but in
the opposite direction in Latin America and Africa. However,
things seem to be turning around in Africa: after 2000,
structural change contributed positively to Africa’s overall
productivity growth” (figure 1).

The Dividends of Fiscal Rules
for Chile

✓ Chile’s fiscal position

strengthened immediately:

• Public saving rose from 3%

of GDP in 2000 to 8% in 2005

• Allowing national saving to rise

from 21% to 24%

✓ Government debt fell sharply as a share

of GDP and the sovereign spread

gradually declined

• By 2006, Chile achieved a sovereign

debt rating of A

• Several notches ahead

of Latin American peers

• By 2007 it had become a net creditor

• By 2010, Chile’s sovereign rating

had climbed to A+, ahead of some

advanced countries

✓ It was able to respond

to the global recession

Source: Jeffrey Frankel (2017)

Figure 1 Decomposition of Productivity Growth by Country Group, 1990-2005
(weighted averages)

Box 1
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The literature also suggests that resource-dependent
countries are likely to miss out on the opportunity for
exploiting structural transformation growth, unless they use
their resources to build the required public goods for new
high-productivity sectors, while avoiding overvalued
currencies and excessively rigid labour market regulations.
However, this is easier said than done, as it requires the

political economy to be aligned in favour of these policies as
well as the presence of adequate institutional and technical
capabilities. A snapshot of the key aspects of Singapore
industrial policy for promoting structural transformation is
contained in box 2.

Conclusion

It is perhaps not surprising that very few African countries
have joined the clubs for fiscal rules or inflation targeting. This
is because countries adopting rules-based macroeconomic
institutions are also likely to be endowed with robust systems
of political checks and balances, and effective economic
governance institutions. Even though Africa has made strong
strides in its electoral democratic polity, it needs to further
strengthen its capacity on the two latter aspects.

It is often argued in the political economy literature that special
interests are the main culprit in the failure of societies to
develop institutions for promoting transparency and political
checks and balances. However, a nascent strand of the
political economy literature has argued that “interests” are
endogenous and might be contested by “ideas”. Indeed, Dani
Rodrik, an influential development economist from Harvard’s
Kennedy School of Government and a leading contributor to
this new political economy literature, suggests that ideas
could be a catalyst for policy and institutional change (Rodrik,
2014; Rodrik and Mukand, 2016).

Subscribing to this view, it is hoped that dissemination of
knowledge and ideas by leading development institutions that
have convening power, such as the African Development
Bank, could nudge policy makers in Africa to take another
stride beyond electoral democracy towards political
accountability, transparency, and checks and balances.

Singapore creating an enabling
environment for Structural
Transformation Growth 

✓ 1960s: Established the Economic

Development Board to attract

foreign investment.

✓ 1970s: Introduced Tax incentives

to attract high tech investment:

• Initially set a five-year period

of exemption in 1970.

• Extended exemption period in 1975.

• This policy reduced production

costs by 33%.

✓ 1980s: Focused on upgrading

the skills of the labour market.

✓ 1990s: Heavily invested in technology

through developing institutions

such as the National University

of Singapore.

Box 2
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